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Abstract
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Medulloblastoma is the most common malignant pediatric brain tumor and is molecularly
divided into four subgroups – WNT, SHH, Group 3 and Group 4. Two thirds of medulloblastoma
patients survive, but survivors often suffer from severe, lifelong side-effects. The MYCN
oncogene is deregulated in many medulloblastoma patients. Glioblastoma is the most common
malignant brain tumor in adults, with a median survival of about one year. Glioblastoma is a
highly heterogeneous tumor where targeted therapy has, so far, not been successful and most
glioblastoma patients unfortunately die.

In our first study we developed three novel humanized models of MYCN-driven SHH
medulloblastoma. Histologically and molecularly these models closely resembled the infant
class of SHH tumors. Further, we identified a set of clinically relevant genes that had prognostic
significance among patients. mTOR signaling pathway was identified as a major contributor to
invasion and dissemination, and we showed that mTOR specific inhibition suppressed migration
and viability in vitro.

In the second study we performed a forward genetic screen of retrovirally-induced murine
PDGFB-driven gliomas and identified more than fifty candidate cancer-causing genes, of which
many were mutated or deregulated in glioblastoma. One of the genes identified in this screen
was PPFIBP1, found to be differentially expressed from obstructive retroviral integrations in
PDGFB-driven glioma clones. Lower PPFIBP1 expression significantly decreased survival of
mice and was found to be suppressed in glioblastoma patients. We propose PPFIBP1 to be a
novel tumor suppressor gene that contributes to glioblastoma development.

In the last study we used a panel of 19 patient-derived glioblastoma cell lines and identified
a characteristic expression signature that predicts sensitivity to BET inhibition. BET inhibition
resulted in apoptosis and senescence, cell cycle arrest and modulation of DNA damage
response. The inhibitory effects of BET inhibition were further enhanced in combination with
temozolomide, suggesting a promising future therapy for distinct subgroups of glioblastoma
patients.

This thesis addresses novel molecular findings in medulloblastoma and glioblastoma
development, presents clinically relevant brain tumor models, and promising therapeutic
approaches that can be used in future clinical trials in malignant pediatric and adult brain tumors.
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Cancer Development 

Cancer is Malignant Growth of Normal Cells 
Normal cell growth is tightly regulated and is a well-defined trait of all cellular 
organisms. Evolutionary, it enabled organization of cells into distinct tissues 
and organs, eventually giving rise to whole multicellular organisms. Unfortu-
nately, today we know that normal cells are prone in acquiring mutations that 
will disrupt their normal physiology. In such cases, cells will expand, rapidly 
divide and form a neoplastic growth. Not all neoplasms are malignant, but 
when they acquire mutations that enable them to become invasive, growth 
factor-independent or metastatic, they are referred to as malignant neoplasms1. 
From this point forward, malignant neoplasms will be referred to as tumors. 

Tumors do not only affect humans or closely related vertebrates. Malignant 
neoplasia can be found in most primitive metazoan dicymida, annelids, ar-
thropoda and molluscs2 and even in dinosaurs3. According to the most recent 
WHO cancer report, there were 14.1 million newly diagnosed cases of cancer 
and 8.2 million cancer-related deaths in 2012, thereby classifying cancer as 
the leading cause of death in the population younger than 85 years4. The most 
common cancer types among men were lung, prostate, colorectal, stomach and 
liver cancer, while the most commonly diagnosed tumors in women were 
breast, colorectal, lung, cervical and stomach cancer4. It is evident that the 
incidence of cancer is increasing and has essentially exploded over the past 
century, partially due to increased life span and to environmental factors, such 
as UV radiation and smoking, that we are exposed to on a daily basis1,5. How-
ever, development of better clinical diagnostic tools has improved physicians’ 
ability to diagnose cancer early, thus contributing to an increase in the total 
number of new reported cancer cases. 

Hallmarks of Cancer 
In the most simplistic point of view, cancer originates from a single cell that 
has gained enough of some stimuli to promote uncontrolled growth and divi-
sion. According to this perspective, genomic instability and dysregulation of 
cellular homeostasis will eventually lead to development of multiple traits that 
will sustain proliferation and promote acquisition of additional traits necessary 
for tumor progression. Given that theory, Hanahan and Weinberg defined the 
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concept of six key traits common to all cancer types in 2000: indefinite repli-
cative potential, invasion and metastasis, resistance to inhibitory signals, 
growth-factor independence, angiogenesis and evasion of apoptosis6. Eleven 
years later, a better understanding of the tumor microenvironment and metab-
olism resulted in the addition of two new hallmarks and two enabling charac-
teristics, resulting in total ten key features that orchestrate development of the 
majority, if not all cancer types7 (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Hallmarks of cancer as proposed in 2011. Reprinted with permission from7 

Sustaining proliferative signaling. Careful control of cell proliferation is 
crucial for maintenance of homeostasis in normal cells and tissues. This is 
established by precise regulation of growth factor production and secretion. 
However, cancer cells are characterized by virtually indefinite cell prolifera-
tion that is achieved on multiple levels: abnormal production of growth fac-
tors, upregulation of growth factor receptors, structural changes in receptor 
molecules and/or deregulation of molecules acting downstream of surface re-
ceptors7. Evidence supporting the existence of these hallmarks can be found 
in almost every cancer. Some well-characterized examples include: amplifi-
cation of ERBB2 in breast carcinoma8, amplification of EGFR and PDGFRA 
in glioblastomas9-11, and structural and copy number alterations in RTK-PI3K 
pathway in SHH medulloblastoma12. 
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Evading growth suppressors. In addition to the necessity of proliferative sig-
nals for malignant transformation, cancer cells require inactivation of pro-
cesses that lead to induction of programmed cell death, known as apoptosis, 
in cells maintaining homeostasis. Such programs rely on tumor-suppressor 
genes that are often absent in a large number of human cancers. The famous 
duo – TP53 and RB1 have a pivotal role in deciding the cell’s fate to either 
continue proliferation or induce apoptosis7. 

Resisting cell death. Normal cells have developed many protective mech-
anisms such as programmed cell death to prevent malignant transformation. 
Despite cellular stresses like hyper-activation of oncogenes and DNA damage, 
cancer cells manage to avoid cell death by acquiring mutations that prevent 
activation of apoptosis, for example. In many cases, such mechanisms have 
also provided an additional axis responsible for drug resistance7. 

Enabling replicative immortality. It is widely known and accepted that 
normal cells can only undergo a limited number of cell division cycles, after 
which they become quiescent or senescent, meaning that they remain in a vi-
able state without proliferative capacity. The main reason for this lies in the 
shortening of telomeres, which protect the structural integrity of chromo-
somes. Cancer cells upregulate telomerase, an enzyme that maintains telo-
meres, which makes them practically immortal7. 

Inducing angiogenesis. Oxygen and nutrients are required for normal cell 
functioning in both healthy and tumor tissues. Formation of new blood vessels 
is a rare event in adults, restricted only to processes of wound healing and 
menstrual cycles. However, the angiogenic switch is another hallmark of can-
cer, enabling formation of bulk tumor growth and supplying tumor cells with 
necessary nutrients and oxygen7. 

Activating invasion and metastasis. Benign neoplasia are always re-
stricted to local growth and do not invade surrounding stroma. In contrast, 
malignant tumor growth is characterized by infiltration of tumor cells into 
healthy tissues and, in the worst cases, cancer can spread through the vascular 
system into distant locations in the body in a process called metastasis. The 
whole process is regulated through downregulation of adhesion molecules and 
many other genes, and is usually referred to as epithelial-to-mesenchymal 
transition (EMT)7. 

Reprograming energy metabolism. Glucose is first metabolized in gly-
colysis, followed by the Crebs cycle in mitochondria. In this process, the en-
ergy currency of cells, ATP, is produced in large quantities and allows normal 
functioning of the cell. Cancer cells, on the other hand, base their energy pro-
duction solely on glycolysis. This an insufficient way of generating the re-
quired amount of energy and this is, in the vast majority of cancer cells, solved 
by upregulation of glucose transporters7. 

Evading immune destruction. The immune system protects the human 
body from environmental pathogens, and it also functions to eliminate the ma-
jority of pre-malignant cells. Indeed, tumors have developed mechanisms to 
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resist immune surveillance by masking their immunogenic molecules and are 
thus avoiding situations where they can be recognized and destructed by im-
mune cells. Additionally, tumors secrete suppressive factors that locally inac-
tivate immune cells, therefore becoming virtually invisible to the immune sys-
tem7. 
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Brain Tumors 

From the latest WHO World Cancer Report, brain tumors account for approx-
imately 2% of all cancer types4. Although not particularly common, brain tu-
mors account for significant mortality. The most malignant type of brain tu-
mor, WHO grade IV glioblastomas (GBMs), are especially responsible for the 
mortality. The term “brain tumor” not only describes cancers that arise from 
various types of brain tissues, but it also refers to meningiomas and intracra-
nial lymphomas13. With an incidence of 250,000 new cases diagnosed every 
year, brain tumors are the 17th most common cancer worldwide4, with two age 
peaks: one in infants and children and a second one in adults age 45-704,10,14,15. 
Symptoms of brain tumors can be detected in both early and late stages, and 
their severity greatly depends on the anatomical location within the brain4. 
The most common symptoms of a brain tumor include headache, nausea, vi-
sion problems and mental status impairment4,13. For many years, radiographic 
imaging combined with histopathological examination served as the main tool 
for detection and classification of brain tumors4,16. Modern imaging tech-
niques, including functional MRI, positron emission tomography (PET) and 
diffusion tensor imaging, have enabled oncologists with a more detailed eval-
uation that include diagnosis, grading and monitoring of response to therapy16. 

Table 1. Summary of the most common brain tumors, including their clinical and ge-
netic presentation. Adapted from4,10,12 

Tumor Age at 
diagnosis 

5-year 
survival Genetic alterations 

Pilocytic astrocytoma 
(WHO grade I) < 20 > 85% BRAF-KIAA1549 fusion; NF1 mutation 

Medulloblastoma 
(WHO grade IV) < 20 > 50% 

Isochromosome 17; 17p, 17q deletion; 
TP53, PTCH1, CTNNB1, DDX3X, 
SMARCA4 mutation; MYC and MYCN 
amplification 

Diffuse astrocytoma 
(WHO grades II-III) 20-45 > 60% IDH1/2, TP53, ATRX mutation 

Oligodendroglioma 
(WHO grade II-III) > 20 > 50% IDH1/2, CIC, FUBP1 mutation; 1p and 

19q co-deletion 
Ependymoma 
(WHO grade I-III) < 45 < 30% Chromosome 22 alteration; NF2 muta-

tion 

GBM 
(WHO grade IV) 45-60 < 6% 

IDH1/2, TP53, ATRX, PTEN mutation; 
EGFR amplification; LOH 10p, 10q 
and 19q 
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WHO classifies brain tumors into the following categories: astrocytic tumors, 
oligodendroglial tumors, ependymomas, glioneuronal tumors, embryonal tu-
mors, tumors of the peripheral nervous system and meningiomas4,17. Astro-
cytic tumors are further divided into following categories: pylocytic astrocy-
toma, low-grade diffuse astrocytoma, anaplastic astrocytoma and glioblas-
toma4,17. Most common brain tumor types are summarized in Table 1. 

From a histopathological perspective, brain tumors are classified into four 
grades (grade I to grade IV), where the numbers indicate the increased malig-
nancy of a particular tumor. A higher grade is associated with an increased 
level of malignancy. When grading brain tumors, several criteria are consid-
ered, such as cell morphology, neovascularization and genetic aberrations18. 
Among most common gliomas, pylocytic astrocytoma is the least malignant, 
at grade I17,19. Grade II gliomas are diffuse astrocytoma, oligodendroglioma, 
oligoastrocytoma, mixed glioma and ependymomas19. The latter two can also 
progress into grade III gliomas. Grade III gliomas typically include anaplastic 
astrocytoma, anaplastic oligoastrocytoma, and anaplastic oligodendrocy-
toma19. The most malignant glioma, which also has the most dismal progno-
sis,20 is glioblastoma multiforme, classified as a grade IV glioma4,19. Among 
pediatric brain tumors, medulloblastoma is the most common malignant brain 
tumor, and it is classified as grade IV4,17. Finally, primitive neuroectodermal 
tumors (PNETs) are grade IV embryonal brain tumors that histologically ap-
pear identical to medulloblastomas, but they reside outside of the cerebellum. 

Grade I tumors are almost always cured by surgical removal; grade II are 
extremely slow growing tumors with good clinical perspective; grade III brain 
tumors require advanced therapeutic approaches, but still lead to a death 
within years from diagnosis; and grade IV brain tumors are the most aggres-
sive ones with the worst expected outcome, given that they usually lead to a 
death of a patient within months of diagnosis21. However, this is not always 
the case, as certain medulloblastoma patients have a very good prognosis. 
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Malignant Glioma 

Gliomas have been divided into different categories based on their histopatho-
logical resemblance of glial differentiation21. A general feature of brain tu-
mors, which thus include malignant gliomas, is that they seldom metastasize 
outside of the CNS, making the grading system a determinant of clinical out-
come21. Gliomas are diagnosed at all WHO grades (I-IV); however, it is quite 
common that diffuse lower grade (II-III) gliomas progress into higher grades 
and eventually cause mortality after they become grade IV gliomas21. 

Radiographic imaging is the gold standard method of diagnosis, in which 
brain tumors are shown as areas with enhanced contrast22. Complete diagno-
sis, which includes a determination of the tumor’s unique histopathological 
features and grade, is completed after detailed examination of tumor biopsies. 
Diffuse astrocytomas usually show well-differentiated neoplastic astrocytes 
on a loose matrix; oligoastrocytomas show a mixture of astrocytic and oli-
godendroglial lineages; and finally oligodendrogliomas show infiltrating char-
acteristics with uniform nuclei and clear cytoplasm, usually referred to as 
“fried egg”22,23.  

In particular, the diagnosis of high grade gliomas usually results in poor 
prognosis, where grade III and grade IV gliomas cause mortality within a few 
years and around one year, respectively21. As extensively reviewed by Gupta 
and Sarin24, age of diagnosis is a clinically relevant prognostic marker, where 
younger patients (< 45 years) tend to survive longer after surgical resection 
and concomitant radio- and chemotherapy. The most malignant form of high 
grade glioma is glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), characterized by particu-
larly poor prognosis and a short median survival of only 15 months4,20. GBM 
arises through two independent mechanisms, hence called primary and sec-
ondary GBM. Primary and secondary GBM share many histopathological 
characteristics. However, genetically those two entities are more diverse as it 
is recognized that secondary GBM develops from LGG25. Primary GBMs typ-
ically affect an older population (mean age 62 years) and result in poor prog-
nosis, while secondary GBMs develop in younger patients (mean age 45 
years) and result in relatively better outcomes25. 
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Genetic Aberrations in Gliomas and GBM 
The most common genetic and genomic alterations in gliomas are summarized 
in Table 1 and schematically depicted in Figure 2. 

TP53 is a well-established tumor suppressor gene that is mutated in a wide 
variety of cancers26. Mutations in TP53 are commonly observed in glio-
mas10,27,28. Pioneering experiments from Bögler et al.29 demonstrated the neo-
plastic growth of astrocytes derived from Tp53null mice. Mutations in TP53 
occur in pediatric, LGGs and secondary GBMs, while suppressed TP53 ex-
pression is typical for primary GBMs. p53 signaling defines axis of cancer 
hallmarks and regulates many key processes involved in preventing genotox-
icity and establishing homeostasis. Regulation of p53 is established on post-
translational level through ubiquitination by E3 ligases30. MDM2 negatively 
regulates p5331,32, although MDM2 is amplified in a minority of GBMs27. The 
tumor suppressor CDKN2A (p14ARF) negatively regulates MDM2 and is fre-
quently deleted or methylated in GBMs27. 

RB1 is another tumor suppressor gene involved in regulation of cell cycle 
progression. Cyclins together with cyclin dependent kinases (CDKs) regulate 
RB1 phosphorylation, which is required for E2F factor activity and promotion 
of DNA synthesis33. While secondary glioblastomas frequently exhibit loss of 
RB1 or amplification of CDK4, primary GBMs show loss of CDK inhibitors 
CDKN2A (p16INK4A and p14ARF) and CDKN2B (p15INK4B) and therefore are able 
to progress through the cell cycle by circumventing pRB-mediated cell cycle 
arrest10,27. 

Receptor tyrosine kinases, as mentioned earlier, are important drivers of 
tumorigenesis, and activate downstream pathways in order to enforce sus-
tained proliferation6,7. Aberrant signaling through RTKs provides a driving 
force in gliomas34 and is established on both autocrine and paracrine levels27. 
EGFR is the most common RTK amplification found in GBMs10,35,36, although 
PDGFRA shows significant amplification in at least one GBM subtype (de-
scribed later)10. Signaling components downstream of RTKs have also been 
implicated in GBM development, such as activated KRAS37, mutations of 
PIK3CA38 and mutations/suppression of PTEN10,39. Finally, once RTK effec-
tors MAPK (ERK) and AKT are phosphorylated through RTK pathways, they 
stimulate transcription of cell cycle genes, genes promoting angiogenesis, 
etc27. 

Together, alterations in p53, RB1 and RTK pathways define gliomas, GBMs 
in particular. However, additional mutations orchestrate glioma malignancy 
and serve as prediction markers for response to therapy and survival. A few 
examples of such mutations will be discussed in the following sections. Mu-
tation status is a strong predictor of survival in LGG. 1p/19q co-deletion in 
oligodendroglioma indicates better survival regardless of grade22. As a general 
characteristic of all gliomas, mutations of IDH1 and IDH2 are prognostic 
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markers of increased survival10,22,40. As high MGMT expression confers with 
resistance to alkylating agents, MGMT status became the first predictive bi-
omarker for malignant gliomas41. GBM patients with methylated MGMT pro-
moter substantially benefit from alkylating chemotherapy, with almost dou-
bled median survival time41. 

 
Figure 2. The most common signaling pathways deregulated in GBM. Oncogenes and 
tumor promoting pathways are shown in blue, while tumor suppressor genes and path-
ways are described in red. Adapted from27. 

Histological Classification 
For decades, histological examination was the most powerful tool used to di-
agnose patients and determine their course of treatment. WHO has established 
a systematic way of classifying tumors based on their size, lymph node infil-
tration and metastasis, which resulted in the well-defined grades I through IV. 
In WHO’s 2016 update on CNS tumors42, diffuse astrocytic and oligoden-
droglial tumors are histologically stratified into four categories – astrocytoma, 
oligoastrocytoma, oligodendroglioma and glioblastoma (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. The WHO classification of malignant glioma. Adapted from42. 

Astrocytoma is subdivided into diffuse astrocytoma42, with well differenti-
ated astrocytes and median survival of six to eight years; and anaplastic astro-
cytoma42, similar to diffuse astrocytoma but characterized by an increased mi-
totic activity and a median survival of three to five years. 

Oligodendroglioma presents itself as a grade II or grade III tumor. Grade 
II is characterized by a diffuse growth pattern and moderate proliferation, 
showing characteristic Hematoxylin-Eosin “honeycomb” or “fried-egg” pat-
tern. Grade II oligodendroglioma patients have a relatively long overall sur-
vival. Grade III or anaplastic oligodendrogliomas are diffusely infiltrating tu-
mors that show prominent neovascularization and occasionally present cellu-
lar pleomorphism. Due to optimization of treatment protocols for grade III 
oligodendroglioma patients, median survival has increased from less than one 
year to about four years. 

Oligoastrocytoma42 is a slowly growing grade II or III glioma that shows 
two types of cellular differentiation, resulting in mixed astrocytoma and oli-
godendroglioma histology. 

Glioblastoma42 is a grade IV tumor with poorly differentiated and pleo-
morphic cells, often characterized by nuclear atypia and high proliferation. 
Glioblastomas often demonstrate a high rate of necrosis and prominent micro-
vascular proliferation. It is not uncommon that lower grade astrocytomas pro-
gress over the years into glioblastoma by acquiring additional mutations. This 
group of patients have particularly poor survival outcomes of 12-15 months 
from diagnosis. 

Even though histological profiling of gliomas provides a broad spectrum 
of different diseases that reside under the umbrella of glioma terminology, 
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histological subcategories do not completely reflect inter- and intra-tumor het-
erogeneity. Certain mutations, such as those in IDH1, greatly contribute to 
determinations of prognosis and expected survival of patients. Hence, com-
bining histological presentation of gliomas together with molecular profiling 
is the current recommendation of WHO classification of CNS tumors. This 
approach can provide physicians and oncologists with important information 
on how to plan a treatment for a particular patient. The most advanced molec-
ular classification has been performed on glioblastoma, which will be covered 
in the following section. 

Molecular Subtypes of Glioblastoma Multiforme 
Attempts to define molecular subtypes of GBM were performed almost 15 
years ago, unveiling the existence of EGFR+ and EGFR- subtypes43. The latter 
was also further divided into two subtypes, one of which had highly expressed 
genes from chromosome 12q13–15. More recently, expression profiling on a 
large cohort of human GBM samples resulted in what is referred to today as 
molecular subtypes of GBM10. Each of four subtypes exhibit specific gene 
signatures and are called proneural, neural, classical and mesenchymal (Figure 
4). In the following four sections, each subtype will be briefly introduced. 

Proneural. Focal amplifications of PDGFRA and point mutations of IDH1 
are the highlights of this subgroup. Although amplifications in PDGFRA are 
found in other subtypes, they are found in proneural GBM at much higher rate. 
IDH1 mutations were found almost exclusively in proneural GBMs without 
alterations in PDGFRA. Along with these genetic alterations, other common 
mutations found are LOH in TP53, high expression of OLIG2 (typical oli-
godendrocytic marker), mutations in PIK3CA, and upregulation of proneural 
development genes such as SOX genes10. 

Neural subtype clusters together with normal brain tissue and shows ex-
pression of neuron markers such as NEFL, GABRA1, SYT1 and SLC12A5. His-
tological examination of these tumors demonstrated presence of neuron pro-
jection, axons and synaptic transmission10. 

Classical. The most common genomic alteration in this subtype is the am-
plification of chromosome 7 combined with the loss of chromosome 10. This 
alteration is seen in virtually 100% of cases. Amplification of EGFR is a com-
mon characteristic in all subtypes, but high amplification levels and overex-
pression is seen almost exclusively in classical GBM. Point mutations, as well 
as vIII mutations of EGFR, were also a common feature of this subtype. De-
spite being a typical feature of GBM, TP53 mutations were lacking in classical 
subtype. Deletion of CDKN2A co-occurs with EGFR amplification and is mu-
tually exclusive with other components of RB signaling pathway. High levels 
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of neural precursor stem cell marker NES as well as upregulation of the Notch 
and SHH signaling pathways are highlight of classical GBM10. 

 

 
Figure 4. Molecular subtypes of GBM with characteristic mutations, gene alterations 
and expression profiles. mut=mutation; ge=gene expression; cn=copy number. Re-
printed with permission from10. 

Deletions and low levels of NF1 are a common characteristic of mesenchymal 
GBM. NF1 mutations are found together with mutated PTEN. Mesenchymal 
markers YKL40 and MET are also found upregulated in this subtype. High 
expression of EMT genes is a feature of mesenchymal subtype and often leads 
to the presence of de-differentiated and trans-differentiated cells. TNF and 
NF-κB pathway genes were highly expressed in this subtype exclusively10. 
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Medulloblastoma 

Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common malignant pediatric brain tumor 
that develops in the cerebellum from putative fetal cells of origin4,44. Although 
it is classified as an embryonal tumor, in rare cases MB can affect adolescents 
or adults4,17,45. Symptoms of MB are more or less similar to general brain tu-
mor symptoms and involve headache, nausea, ataxia, impaired vision and 
hearing, vertigo and general weakness45. The MB cell of origin is still under 
debate; however, neural stem cells with a commitment to the neuronal lineage 
or granule cell precursors (GCP) have been suggested as the most probable 
origin46,47. In WNT MB, certain cells from the developing brain stem in the 
lower rhombic lip are suggested to cause WNT-activated tumors47. 

Histological Classification 
Histopathological classification of MB recognizes three major classes: classic, 
desmoplastic and large cell/anaplastic subtype (LC/A). Each one is used as an 
independent predictor of outcome48-50. Small and round cells are a common 
histological feature of classic MB (Figure 5A), which comprises of about 50% 
of this tumor type and results in an intermediate outcome50. Desmoplastic MB 
(Figure 5B) presents as nodular structure with densely packed cells. This sub-
type is diagnosed in about 25% of MB patients (mostly infants and adults) and 
has a favorable outcome50. LC/A tumors (Figure 5C) result in the worst prog-
nosis48-50 and are characterized by a high rate of cell proliferation and apopto-
sis, pleomorphic nuclei and variable cytoplasm content. 

In addition to histological classification, the WHO updated recommenda-
tions for medulloblastoma42 recognize three main genetically defined medul-
loblastoma entities: WNT-activated, SHH-activated and non-WNT/non-SHH 
medulloblastoma (Figure 6). All three entities are classified as grade IV on 
WHO grading scale. Most of the WNT activated MB are demonstrating clas-
sic histology. WNT MB patients have an excellent prognosis. SHH-activated 
MB are characterized by nodular/desmoplastic, classic and LC/A histology. 
TP53mut SHH MB result in particularly poor prognoses, while TP53wt SHH 
MB prognosis depends on other histological features. Most of the non-
WNT/non-SHH MB have classic histology and in the most aggressive cases 
LC/A. This group of patients have intermediate prognoses. 
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Figure 5. Histopathological classification of MB. Classic MB (A) is composed of 
small and undifferentiated cells that are organized in parallel lines and sometimes 
form neural rosettes (arrows). Desmoplastic MB (B) is characterized by pale nodular 
areas surrounding densely packed cells (arrows). Large cell/anaplastic MB (C) exhib-
its enlarged cells with emerging pleomorphism (arrows). It is common for this subtype 
to show an increased apoptosis and mitosis. MB with extensive nodularity (D) shows 
lobular architecture with large, reticulin-free zones (arrows). Reprinted by permission 
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd50. 

Molecular Classification of Medulloblastoma 
Groundbreaking studies profiling the expression of large MB patient cohorts 
revealed a consensus of four molecularly defined MB subgroups: WNT, SHH, 
Group 3 and Group 4, each of them having a specific gene signature14,51-55 
(Figure 6). WNT and SHH groups were named after deregulated main signal-
ing pathways, while aberrant signaling pathways in Group 3 and Group 4 are 
still a matter of debate. 

The WNT subgroup is almost always characterized by sporadic somatic 
mutations in CTNNB1 or germline mutations in WNT inhibitor APC (often in 
conjunction with Turcot syndrome)52,56. Survival of WNT MB patients is very 
high, often exceeding 90%. Almost all WNT MBs are characterized by classic 
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histology, although in rare cases they can show an LC/A histology with overall 
good prognosis. Signature aberrations that should be used for clinical defini-
tion of WNT subgroup includes CTNNB1 mutations with nuclear beta-catenin 
staining and monosomy 652. By integrating expression and methylation signa-
tures of 70 WNT MB patients, Cavalli et al.57 identified two distinct WNT 
subtypes (Figure 6, bottom). WNTα comprised mainly of children and harbor-
ing monosomy 6, and WNTβ comprising slightly older patients and being dip-
loid for chromosome 6. 
 

Figure 6. Molecular subgroups of MB. The latest WHO classification defines three 
molecular subgroups – WNT, SHH and Non-WNT/Non-SHH (top panel). Expression 
profiling of MB patients defines four distinct molecular subgroups that exhibit not 
only differential activation of signaling pathways, but also affect different age groups 
having differential prognosis (middle panel). By combining expression and methyla-
tion profiles of MB patients, the original four molecular subgroups are further divided 
into 12 molecular subgroups (bottom panel). Adapted from12,14,51,52,57. 
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The Sonic-hedgehog (SHH) pathway is deregulated in virtually all SHH MBs. 
Germline (Gorlin syndrome) and somatic mutations of SHH receptor PTCH1 
are typically found in this subgroup52,56. Other characteristic mutations of this 
subgroup include mutations in SUFU and SMO, as well as amplifications of 
MYCN, GLI1 and GLI2. Characteristic genomic alterations include the dele-
tion of chromosome 9q, while proposed markers for clinical diagnostic are 
SFRP1 and GAB1. Half of the SHH MB exhibit nodular/desmoplastic histol-
ogy, and patients have intermediate prognosis52. In a cohort of 223 SHH MB 
patients, Cavalli et al.57 identified four distinct SHH subgroups (Figure 6, bot-
tom). SHHα, which affects children aged 3-16 years, often carries MYCN and 
GLI2 amplification and demonstrates enrichment in TP53 mutations. Among 
the other SHH subgroups, SHHα has the worst prognosis. SHHβ affects in-
fants, they are often metastatic with a high degree of genomic instability and 
results in poor prognosis. SHHγ occurs mostly in infant MB patients, and un-
like SHHβ, shows no metastasis, no genomic instability and results in better 
overall survival compared to SHHβ. Finally the SHHδ group of patients con-
sists of adults with favorable outcomes and frequent TERT promoter muta-
tions. 

Group 3 is defined as MB subgroup with the worst expected prognosis and 
survival. High levels of MYC expression coupled with MYC amplifications 
define Group 3, although the only relevant classification is found in transcrip-
tional profiling. Apart from MYC overexpression, OTX2 is also expressed at 
high levels, although this is also true for Group 4 MB. Many other genes in-
volved in retinal development are also overexpressed in Group 3 MB. Typical 
genomic re-arrangements include isochromosome 17q, gain of chromosome 
1q, and loss of chromosome 5q and 10q. Histologically, Group 3 MBs are 
characterized by both classic and LC/A histology with increased metastatic 
incidence52. It is proposed that MYC/ZBTB17 interactions and difference in 
target genes further distinguish Group 3 tumors from the SHH group58. In a 
cohort of 144 Group 3 MB patients, Cavalli et al.57 defined three distinct 
Group 3 subtypes (Figure 6, bottom). Group 3α patients are mainly infants 
less than 3 years old, and they often receive better prognoses. Group 3β pa-
tients are slightly older (3-10 years), often harboring OTX2 gain and DDX31 
loss and have relatively better prognosis. Group 3γ affects infants under the 
age of 3 years, often presenting metastatic spread at diagnosis and harboring 
MYC amplification, which is not an independent prognostic factor for this 
group of patients. 

Group 4 is a prototype MB with a classical morphology, isochromosome 
17q that often affects children over six years and young teenagers. So far, ef-
forts in defining molecular pathogenesis of Group 4 have failed and hence it 
was given a generic name. A large proportion of MB samples, showing am-
plifications in oncogenes like MYCN and CDK6, are found in this subgroup. 
A proposed clinically relevant marker of this subgroup is KCNA1, although 
it requires additional validation in large cohorts. A large proportion of Group 
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4 tumors bears isochromosome 17q and deletion of 17p, although both chro-
mosomal alterations are also seen in Group 3. Patients diagnosed with Group 
4 MB have intermediate prognosis52. Group 4 is the most prevalent MB sub-
group, including more than 40% of all MB patients57. Group 4 is comprised 
of three molecular subtypes57 (Figure 6, bottom): Group 4α often harbors 
MYCN and CDK6 amplifications. Group 4β harbors duplications in SNCAIP. 
Group 4γ shows CDK6 amplifications. Despite differences in median age at 
diagnosis and distinct molecular profiles, Group 4 subtypes do not demon-
strate significant differences in metastatic spread or survival. 
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MYC and Cancer 

Since the discovery of the viral gene v-Myc and its oncogenic features59, it has 
been demonstrated that the cellular variant MYC is upregulated in many hu-
man cancers60. The reliance of various cancer types on MYC and MYCN on-
cogenic signaling was demonstrated in many cancer types and models, where 
complete suppression of MYC and/or MYCN induces cell cycle arrest, mitotic 
crisis and eventually cell death61-66. 
 

 
Figure 7. Regulatory network involved in transcription, stabilization and degradation 
of MYC proteins. Adapted from67. 

The MYC protein family consists of three members: MYC, MYCN and 
MYCL. All of them are basic Helix-Loop-Helix (bHLH) transcription factors 
(TF) that form homo- and heterodimers with various other transcription fac-
tors and repressors1. MYC activity is dependent on binding with another 
bHLH protein MAX to promote expression, or on binding with ZBTB17 
(MIZ1) to repress transcription of target genes68,69. MYC has a half-life of less 
than 20 min and needs to be stabilized by phosphorylation on a residue serine 
62 (S62) by MAPK1/3 or CDKs67. Another kinase, GSK3β, phosphorylates 
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MYC at threonine 58 (T58), which is recognized by the E3 ubiquitin ligase 
FBXW7 and, therefore, targets MYC for proteasomal degradation. Schematic 
overview of MYC protein regulation is depicted in Figure 7. Stabilizing mu-
tations in MYC, as well as mutations in GSK3β and FBXW7, have been impli-
cated in various types of cancers70-72. 

Deregulated MYC in Medulloblastoma 
MYC proteins play an important role in MB biology and are deregulated in all 
MB subgroups51. Although not amplified at a high rate, MYC is expressed at 
high levels in the WNT subgroup of MB. This high expression is most likely 
the result of WNT signaling and its effector CTNNB1, which is known to 
induce MYC expression73. Amplification of MYC genes are found across the 
three other MB subgroups, with the highest rate found in Group 355. Group 3 
MB has common amplifications in MYC, but only a small percentage of am-
plifications in MYCN. They often show overexpression of MYC at the mRNA 
level74. On the other hand, MYCN amplifications are most commonly seen in 
SHH and Group 4 MB74. Albeit rare, MYCL amplifications are still found in 
SHH tumors. 

Deregulated MYC in Malignant Glioma 
MYC RNA was abundantly found in about 80% of glioblastoma patients75, and 
more recently, it was demonstrated that MYC signaling is indeed required for 
glioma stem cell maintenance76. MYC is a potent TF that regulates the cell 
cycle, and its ability to aid in transforming normal cells makes MYC a potent 
oncogene. A recent study demonstrated cell cycle arrest and induction of 
apoptosis in glioblastoma cells after introduction of a dominant-negative 
bHLH protein dubbed Omomyc61. Additionally, another study showed de-
creased capacity of glioma stem cells to form neurospheres in vitro and tumors 
in vivo following MYC inhibition76. Therefore, MYC proteins represent a 
promising target in the attempts to inhibit glioblastoma growth, especially 
given that MYC proteins are expressed at low levels in normal tissues.77 How-
ever, MYC lacks a functional domain that could be targeted with small mole-
cule inhibitors. Thus, alternative indirect inhibition of MYC has to be utilized 
and will be briefly discussed under Targeting Glioblastoma multiforme sec-
tion below. 
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PDGF Pathway in Malignant Glioma 

Figure 8. Illustration of PDGF signaling in Glioblastoma multiforme. Adapted from78. 

Large patient cohort profiling from the TCGA consortium has identified am-
plification of PDGFRA as a defining feature of proneural subtype of GBM10. 
PDGFRA/B have four known ligands – PDGFA/B/C and /D. Like other 
RTKs, PDGF receptors get autophosphorylated and activate a downstream 
RAS/MAPK/AKT signaling cascade upon stimulation by PDGF ligands in 
homo- or heterodimers (Figure 8)1,27. In normal adult brain, expression of 
PDGF receptors is restricted to putative neural stem cells, while PDGF ligands 
are expressed at high levels in a wide range of brain cell types21. In contrast, 
gliomas often exhibit upregulation of both receptors and ligands79, suggesting 
the presence of an autocrine stimulation loop80,81. Although very potent in 
stimulating cell cycle re-entry, PDGF alone is usually insufficient in promot-
ing rapid proliferation21. It is speculated that PDGF stimulus alone is not po-
tent enough to overcome inhibitory signals present at the core cell cycle level. 
It is also hypothesized that hyperstimulation of PDGFR leads to p53-mediated 
induction of apoptosis and therefore promotes clonal expansion of only those 
clones that have moderate PDGF autocrine stimulation. Several studies with 
mouse models clearly demonstrated PDGF-dependent gliomagenesis, but in 
the majority of cases additional mutations were necessary to induce high tu-
mor penetrance11,82-86. Clearly, PDGF holds one corner of the “glioma house”, 
but other important genes are yet to be discovered and characterized in the 
context of glioma development and progression. 
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Medulloblastoma and Malignant Glioma 
Models 

Murine Models to Study Medulloblastoma 
Mouse models have been utilized to study MB development and preclinical 
evaluation of therapeutic strategies, especially for SHH tumors. Mutations in 
CTNNB1 demonstrated the development of WNT MB in murine models47. 
Mice bearing a mutation in PTCH1 or expressing high levels of SMO sponta-
neously develop cerebellar neoplasia equivalent to SHH MB87-89. Ectopic ex-
pression of MYC, together with a loss of TP53, modelled MYC-dependent and 
most aggressive MB from GCPs90,91. Stabilization and overexpression of 
MYCN was also shown to drive non-SHH-driven MB development from 
GFAP+ and Glt-1+ progenitors, respectively66,92. 

 

Table 2. Murine models of medulloblastoma and comparison to their human coun-
terparts. Adapted from93. 

Mouse genotype Histology Agreement on human 
subgroup 

Blbp-cre::Ctnnb1(ex3)Fl/+Tp53Fl/+ classic WNT 
Ptch1+/− classic SHH 
Math1-creERT2::Ptch1Fl/Fl classic SHH 
Nestin-creERT2::Ptch1Fl/Fl classic SHH 
Ptch1+/−Trp53−/− classic SHH 
Cdkn2c−/−Ptch1+/− classic SHH 
Tlx3-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ classic SHH 
Olig2-tva-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ classic SHH 
Math1-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ #1 classic SHH 
Math1-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ #2 classic SHH 
hGFAP-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ #1 classic SHH 
hGFAP-cre::SmoM2Fl/+ #2 classic SHH 
Nestin-cre::Cdkn2c−/−Trp53Fl/Fl not available SHH 
Sufu+/−Trp53−/− classic SHH 
MycDNTrp53 (Prom1+ Lin+ stem cells) LC/A SHH/Group 3* 
MycDNTrp53 (Prom1+ Lin+ progenitors) LC/A SHH/Group 3* 
Cdkn2c−/−Trp53−/−mMyc LC/A SHH/Group 3* 
Cdkn2c−/−Trp53−/−hMyc LC/A SHH/Group 3* 
Cdkn2c−/−Trp53−/−MycN classic SHH 
Glt1-tTA::TRE-MYCN/Luc Classic or LC/A Group 3 
*Discrepancy between the agreements based on AGDEX and hierarchical clustering methods. 
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Animal models of medulloblastoma mimic a complex milieu in which inter-
action with surrounding brain tissue, the extracellular matrix, the immune sys-
tem and vasculature contribute to tumor formation. However, it is known that 
evolutionary mice and humans respond differentially to aberrant signaling due 
to distinct transcriptional landscapes94. Thus, better models using mouse xen-
ografts and human neural stem cells should be explored in characterization of 
MB. 

RCAS/tva Glioma Model 
 

Figure 9. Illustration of RCAS/tva murine model of PDGFB-induced gliomas. 

A retroviral gene transfer system called RCAS/tva95 (Figure 9) was developed 
over 30 years ago and still provides an easy and straightforward technique for 
targeted gene delivery. Many murine models of glioma have been developed 
using the same system11,82,96-100. This system requires a transgenic animal, in 
which the retroviral receptor is under the control of a cell type-specific or a 
tissue-specific promoter, and a retrovirus loaded with a cargo of interest. In 
our glioma models, we used transgenic animals expressing retroviral receptors 
from GFAP, CNP or NESTIN promoters, and RCAS virus loaded with the 
PDGFB transgene. Once the retrovirus binds to its receptor, it infects the cell, 
initiates reverse transcription of its genome into DNA and integrates such 
DNA into the host cell genome. Integrated retrovirus, also known as the pro-
virus, begins PDGFB expression, which subsequently leads to malignant 
transformation of target cells into gliomas. 
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Other Murine Models to Study Glioblastoma  
A pioneering study, which showed that activated KRAS stimulates neoplastic 
growth and generates malignant astrocytoma37, opened the door for research-
ers to develop animal models resembling the human disease. One year later, 
Holland et al. described malignant transformation of normal astrocytes after 
glia-specific gene transfer of FGF in mice100. Uhrbom et al. showed how ag-
gressive GBMs could form in mice following retroviral transduction of 
PDGFB in the developing mouse brain83. Oncogenic stimulation by KRAS was 
also used to develop yet another glioma mouse model101. Later, multiple re-
search groups described malignant transformation of astrocytes and oligoden-
drocytes after being PDGF-stimulated in autocrine and paracrine fash-
ion9,11,82,85,86,102-104. Several of the described models were developed using dif-
ferent retroviral systems, which were in studies of other cancer models used 
to promote mutagenesis and discover candidate genes involved in tumorigen-
esis105-114. Using a similar approach, Johansson et al. described 66 novel brain 
tumor candidate genes115, some of which were later identified as key regula-
tors of glioma development and progression96,98,99,116-118. 
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Stem Cells 

Embryonal and Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells 
 

Figure 10. Illustration of embryonal (top) and iPS-derived (bottom) stem cells isola-
tion and potential applications. 

Development of multicellular organisms begins with a successful fertilization 
of an oocyte, an event which leads to the development of a zygote. The zygote 
follows multiple symmetrical divisions to finally form a blastula, referred to 
as a blastocyst in mammals. The blastocyst (Figure 10) is a structure com-
posed of an outer layer or trophoblast and an inner cell mass (ICM)119. The 
trophoblast later develops into the placenta, while cells comprising the ICM 
form the embryo. Human and murine embryonal stem cells (ES) isolated from 
the ICM can be cultured in vitro, which provides an excellent tool for studying 
development120-122. Moreover, ES cells can be utilized in wide variety of ap-
plications, such as regenerative medicine and cancer model development123. 
ES cells have a unique molecular signature that includes markers such as 
POU5F1 (OCT4), NANOG, SOX2, MYC and ALPL124,125. ES can not only be 
captured from a blastocyst, but also from older embryos (Figure 10). Such 
cells can be dissected from different anatomical regions of the embryo, thus 
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representing more differentiated populations of stem cells destined for ulti-
mate differentiation into specific tissues and organs. As an example, Tailor et 
al. captured human neuroepithelial and neural stem cells from embryos at dif-
ferent developmental stages and cultured them in stem cell conditions126. 
These cells retain indefinite replicative potential and can differentiate into di-
verse lineages of neural cells, in response to distinct differentiation factors. 

It became clear that ICM and ES cells have a capacity to differentiate into 
virtually all cell types found in fully developed adult organisms. The question 
remained, however, whether terminally differentiated cells can become plu-
ripotent, i.e. can revert to ES cells. The pivotal experiments demonstrated re-
programming of somatic cells by fusion with ES cells127 or by somatic nuclear 
transfer into oocytes. Groundbreaking discoveries128,129 in the domain of re-
programming defined a set of factors often referred to as Yamanka factors that 
can de-differentiate virtually any somatic cell into a pluripotent stem cell. It 
was demonstrated that only four factors are sufficient to reprogram human 
dermal fibroblasts into induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS): POU5F1, SOX2, 
KLF4 and MYC (Figure 10). Later, a similar approach was utilized to generate 
induced neuroepithelial stem cells, in which reprogramming factors POU5F1, 
SOX2 and KLF4 were introduced in dermal fibroblasts via retroviral gene 
transfer130. The advent of iPS cells opened a new field in developmental biol-
ogy, where iPS cells could be derived from patients harboring congenital ge-
netic syndromes that make them susceptible to various diseases, including 
cancer. Hence, iPS cells provide yet another tool used to develop cancer mod-
els131. Moreover, as medical usage of ES cells is still under extensive ethical 
debate, iPS cells provide an additional tool utilized in regenerative medicine 
research and potential novel therapy132,133. 

Cancer Stem Cells 

In early 1980’s, the existence of cancer stem cells was hypothesized in a math-
ematical model134. The authors predicted that a small pool of cells have self-
renewal potential, followed by a slightly larger pool of transitional and termi-
nally differentiated cells. In the following years, several authors reported the 
existence of cancer stem cells in leukemia135, but also in solid cancers such as 
breast136, brain137-140, colon141,142, prostate143 and liver144. Cancer stem cells 
might arise from deregulated normal stem cells or from terminally differenti-
ated cells by reactivating some of the reprogramming factors. 

Cancer stem cells represent a relatively small population of cells in the total 
tumor bulk (Figure 11). Different types of brain tumors vary greatly in pro-
portion of CSCs depending on the stemness of the tumor, or depending on the 
study’s definition of a CSC. In medulloblastoma, CSCs comprise between 6% 
and 21% of the total tumor volume137,138, while glioblastoma demonstrates a 
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slightly higher proportion ranging between 19% and 29%137,138. These cells 
exhibit characteristics of normal ES cells: they have unlimited self-renewal 
potential and can regenerate tumors in vivo. Unlike ES cells that undergo con-
trolled differentiation, brain tumor stem cells (BTSCs) often demonstrate ab-
normal differentiation and stain positively for several different lineage spe-
cific markers140. Typical BTSC stains positively for CD133, SOX2, MSI1, 
BMI1, MELK and PSPH138,140.  

In glioblastoma, BTSCs recapitulate the original tumor145, thus represent-
ing a great cell model to study disease development, which can be utilized for 
drug screens and target identification. These cells demonstrate a high degree 
of clonal variability, thus recapitulating glioblastoma heterogeneity146. Inter-
estingly, the authors did not only observe continuum of clonal variability in 
the molecular signature, but they also demonstrated a gradient in multitherapy 
resistance. 
 

Figure 11. Illustration of cancer stem cells and their role in acquired resistance to 
therapy. 

As extensively reviewed by Auffinger et al.147, cancer, and thus brain tumor 
stem cells, utilize several different mechanisms to develop chemo- and radio-
therapy resistance. One major obstacle in brain tumor treatment is developing 
therapeutic agents that can cross blood-brain barrier, which protects the brain 
from environmental factors and toxins. On a cellular and molecular level, 
BTSCs employ extensive DNA repair through base excision repair and mis-
match repair. In addition, cell cycle regulation is altered in BTSCs, which per-
mits cell cycle progression even if the integrity of a cell’s genome is at risk. 
Similar to ES cells, BTSCs express high levels of ABC transporters, which 
significantly reduce bioavailability of many drugs and render them ineffective 
inside the cell. 
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Targeting Glioblastoma Multiforme 

Despite great advances in understanding the biology of GBM, little progress 
has been translated into the clinic to prolong patient survival. Current treat-
ment regimens for GBM patients include surgical resection of the tumor, fol-
lowed by radio- and chemotherapy with the alkylating agent temozolomide 
(TMZ)20. Benefits of TMZ are unfortunately very slight, where median sur-
vival of 12 months without TMZ is increased to 15 months with the drug. 
Recurrent GBM is often characterized by an increased self-renewal signature, 
with high expression of HOX genes, alterations in EGFR and MGMT and sev-
eral other DNA mismatch repair genes148-150. 

Establishment of the cancer stem cell theory and identification of glioma 
stem cells (GSCs) opened up a new perspective for targeting GBM. GSCs 
represent a rather small and quiescent population of cells, showing low levels 
of proliferation. They possess the ability to form tumor spheres in serum-free 
conditions in vitro and the ability to regenerate tumors in mouse xeno-
grafts137,145,151,152. It is assumed that surgical resection of GBM removes the 
majority of cells that are transiently dividing or terminally differentiated, 
likely leaving behind a small fraction of GSCs that will eventually give rise to 
a recurrent tumor. Moreover, it is quite common that GSCs develop an in-
creased tolerance to chemotherapy and clones emerging from those popula-
tions are more likely to generate resistant GBM153. Differentiation of GSCs is 
hence a promising therapeutic strategy and many of the drugs targeting GBM 
at the stem cell level are now being evaluated in clinical settings154. 

Another strategy that shows promising results in pre-clinical setups is inhi-
bition of MYC. As described, MYC proteins lack a functional domain that can 
be used for successful targeting155. To date no efficient small molecule MYC 
inhibitors have been developed. However, as mentioned earlier, MYC inhibi-
tion mediated through Omomyc shows promising results in GBM models61. 
MYC expression and function can be depleted at the epigenetic level, by in-
hibiting its transcription or by inhibiting signaling pathways downstream of 
MYC. Both strategies will be briefly discussed in the following section. 

BET Bromodomain Proteins and Targeting 
Bromodomain and extraterminal domain (BET) proteins are a family of pro-
teins that play an important role in DNA transcription and the regulation of 
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DNA at the epigenetic level156. The family consists of four members: BRD2, 
BRD3, BRD4 and BRDT, all having two highly conserved N-terminal bro-
modomains (BD1 and BD2)157. These bromodomains recognize acetylated ly-
sine residues on histones and other proteins. Each bromodomain in its three-
dimensional structure forms a hydrophobic pocket with moderate affinity to 
monoacetylated lysine157. The affinity to BRD proteins increases significantly 
with the presence of multiple consecutive acetylated amino acid residues158,159. 
Bromodomain proteins are enriched at so called superenhancer sites. Such su-
perenhancers are found in promoters of MYC genes160,161. BET proteins con-
tain a specific cleft required for binding to the chromatin that can be targeted 
by the small molecule inhibitors such as JQ1 and I-BET162,163. Several studies 
have shown that JQ1 successfully inhibits MYC expression and/or the tran-
scriptional output of MYC target genes156,160,164-168. 

BET proteins interact directly with the positive transcription elongation 
factor b (P-TEFb) through C-terminal domain and BD2 (Figure 12). P-TEFb 
is a heterodimer composed of CDK9 and either Cyclin T1, T2 or K156. Inter-
action of BET proteins with P-TEFb is required for the activity of RNA poly-
merase II and RNA elongation through the kinase activity of CDK9. One of 
the BET members, BRD4, was identified as a binding partner of mammalian 
Mediator complex169. BRD4 inhibition releases Mediator from cis-regulatory 
elements and therefore suppresses transcription156,170, suggesting that BRD4 
provides an important interface in connecting TF and DNA polymerase II. 

 

Figure 12. Illustration of BET bromodomain epigenetic readers and BET inhibition. 
Adapted from171. 
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Present Investigations 

Paper I. MYCN Drives Disparate Medulloblastoma 
from Human Embryonic and iPSC-Derived Stem Cells 

 
Figure 13. Illustrative summary of Paper I. 

Aim and Results 
Medulloblastoma (MB) is the most common type of malignant pediatric brain 
tumor. MB is a highly heterogeneous disease that is molecularly divided into 
four subgroups: WNT, SHH, Group 3 and Group 4. Amplification and/or 
overexpression of the MYC gene family can be found in all four subgroups of 
MB. We have shown previously that overexpression of mutationally stabilized 
MYCN (MYCNT58A) can drive MB development from mouse neural stem cells. 
These mouse MBs recapitulated many aspects of human MBs. However, as 
compared to human disease apparent pathological, genetic and epigenetic dif-
ferences could still be found. 

In order to study human SHH MB development, we have ectopically ex-
pressed MYCNT58A in human iPS- and embryo-derived neuroepithelial stem 
cells (NES and hbNES, respectively) and transplanted them into the cerebella 
of immunodeficient mice. Tumor tissue was analyzed for MB markers by uti-
lizing IHC and profiling for expression and methylation signatures. Tumor-
derived cell cultures were further analyzed for growth-factor dependency, 
self-renewal, migration and response to MYCN and mTOR inhibitors. 

NES cells expressing MYCNT58A generated metastatic tumors three months 
after orthotopic transplantation, while hbNES cells generated tumors after five 
months with no detectable metastatic dissemination. Histological profiling of 
NES and hbNES tumors showed typical primitive and neuronal histology with 
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no difference in MYCN protein expression or proliferation, while hbNES tu-
mors presented significantly higher rates of apoptosis. NES tumors were char-
acterized by nodular/desmoplastic histology that is commonly found in SHH 
MB patients. Expression and methylation profiling of NES and hbNES tumors 
further classified them as close to infant SHH MB patients. Interestingly, NES 
tumors showed upregulation of stemness factors that probably contributed to 
increased malignancy of those tumors. NES- and hbNES-derived tumor cul-
tures demonstrated growth factor independence and were able to regenerate 
tumors in vivo with a similar latency to primary tumors. Reflecting metastatic 
dissemination of NES tumors, NES-derived cell cultures showed increased 
migration rates as compared to hbNES tumor cultures. When we directly sup-
pressed MYCN expression or inhibited genes downstream of MYCN by target-
ing BRD4, NES and hbNES cultures showed a significant decrease in viability 
and increase in apoptosis. Since both tumor models demonstrated activation 
of PI3K/AKT/mTOR (PAM) pathway, we used PI3K/mTOR inhibitor, which 
showed significant decrease of viability and migration rates. Finally, when we 
compared expression signatures of primary tumors and cells isolated from a 
respective metastatic niche, we found further upregulation of PAM genes, sug-
gesting a possible role of the PAM pathway in metastatic dissemination of 
SHH MB tumors. 
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Paper II. An RCAS/tva Forward Genetic Screen 
Identifies Novel Candidate Genes Involved in 
Gliomagenesis 
 

 
Figure 14. Illustrative summary of Paper II. 

Aim and Results 

Gliomas are the most common type of malignant brain tumors in adults, and 
they are characterized by various genetic alterations. Grade IV gliomas 
(GBMs) result in a very dismal patient prognoses and poor outcomes, with a 
one-year survival of only 37%. We used a cell-type specific retroviral 
PDGFB-driven murine model that generates high-grade gliomas with a good 
penetrance. However, it is unlikely that PDGFB is driving high-grade glioma 
formation alone and it is known that retroviruses cause insertional mutagene-
sis. In this study we sought to investigate if glioma formation is promoted by 
the modification of cancer-causing genes adjacent to proviral integrations. 

Gliomas were induced by RCAS/PDGFB injection into the brain of mice 
expressing retroviral receptors. A biopsy was taken from developed gliomas 
and used for in vitro establishment of tumor-derived cell lines. We developed 
a targeted next generation sequencing method that utilized fragmented ge-
nome pulldown against DNA probes specific for retroviral LTRs. In a valida-
tion set of tumor-derived cell lines (n=4), we identified more than 99% overlap 
in specificity, which resulted in a low level of false-positives and false-nega-
tives. We then developed a streamlined bioinformatics method for mapping 
retroviral integration sites against reference mouse genome. Identified targets 
were consequently compared within our discovery sample set and with 
RTCGD database. If a certain gene was tagged more than once within a de-
fined genomic locus in two or more tumor cell lines, we called it a common 
insertion site (CIS). 

The majority of integration sites were found in genomic locations upstream 
and downstream of coding sequences, followed by introns, while less than 
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three percent of integrations were found in coding sequences. In our forward 
genetic screen, we identified 52 CIS, i.e. glioma candidate gene, of which 
Mir29a, Gm10863 (Pick1/Sox10), Mir9, Cspg4, AI854517, Trim62 and 
Ppfibp1 were tagged in more than three individual tumor cell lines. Twenty-
three of aforementioned candidates had significant differential expression in 
human glioblastoma, as compared to normal brain. 

We followed up Ppfibp1, which was tagged in three tumors and had signif-
icant suppression in GBM as compared to normal brain. In one tumor-derived 
cell line, we found two cell clones, in which one harbored viral integration 
(positive clone) and the other one contained wild-type Ppfibp1 locus (negative 
clone). The positive clone had significantly lower expression of Ppfibp1 and 
longer in vivo latency compared to the negative clone, altogether suggesting a 
possible role of Ppfibp1 as a tumor suppressor gene. 
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Paper III. BET Inhibition in Combination with 
Temozolomide Targets Human Glioblastoma Cells 
 

 
Figure 15. Illustrative summary of Paper III. 

Aim and Results 
Molecular signature of glioblastoma defines four distinct molecular classes: 
proneural, neural, classical and mesenchymal. As current clinical treatment 
with TMZ does not discriminate between molecular subtypes of GBM and has 
been proven to have only slight effects on prolonging patient survival, there is 
a need for more effective and more personalized treatment solutions for this 
type of tumor. 

We validated the efficacy of the BET bromodomain inhibitor JQ1 in 19 
patient-derived glioblastoma cell lines, where we identified a distinct molec-
ular signature that defines sensitivity to BET inhibition. Most of the JQ1-sen-
sitive cell lines belonged to proneural and classical subtypes, while mesenchy-
mal cell lines demonstrated resistance to JQ1 treatment. 

We next performed RNA sequencing to identify immediate BET inhibition 
targets. Gene set enrichment analysis on JQ1-sensitive cells demonstrated en-
richment in genes regulating cell cycle, cell death and response to DNA dam-
age. 

As mechanism of action of TMZ – the current chemotherapy standard-of-
care for GBM – depends on DNA damage, we speculated that JQ1 can in-
crease effectiveness in JQ1-sensitive cells. We demonstrated a significant de-
crease in viability upon combined JQ1-TMZ inhibition in JQ1 sensitive cells, 
while JQ1-resistant cells did not respond with a similar effect. Combined in-
hibition resulted in cell cycle arrest, apoptosis and senescence. 
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Conclusions 

This thesis presents several important novel findings contributing to the un-
derstanding of how medulloblastoma and glioblastoma develop. Furthermore, 
we address a novel therapeutic approaches in targeting malignant brain tumors 
based on their molecular signature. The summarized conclusions of each pa-
per follow below. 

Paper I 
We developed the first infant SHH medulloblastoma model driven from hu-
man embryonic and iPS-derived neuroepithelial stem cells upon ectopic ex-
pression of MYCNT58A. iPS-derived cells formed more aggressive and meta-
static tumors as compared to embryonic stem cells. Activation of the 
PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling cascade was particularly enriched in spinal me-
tastases of induced tumors. mTOR inhibition suppressed viability and migra-
tion of aforementioned tumors, suggesting a possible novel therapeutic strat-
egy for targeting the metastatic spread of SHH medulloblastoma. 

Paper II 
We developed a novel, targeted sequencing strategy for the identification of 
retroviral insertion sites. In our forward genetic screen of PDGFB-induced 
murine gliomas, we identified 52 candidate genes that likely promote brain 
tumor formation in collaboration with PDGF signaling. Further analysis re-
sulted in identification of PPFIBP1 as putative tumor suppressor gene in 
PDGF-activated gliomas. 

Paper III 
We identified a characteristic molecular signature that predicts the response 
of glioblastoma to JQ1-mediated BET inhibition. JQ1 inhibited DNA replica-
tion and repair in JQ1-sensitive GBM cells. We provided further rationale for 
combining the alkylating agent TMZ with BET inhibitors as a promising fu-
ture therapy for this group of GBM patients. 
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Future Perspectives 

Cancer is a disease that is becoming more and more prevalent in the human 
population. Basic science and translational researchers aim to understand the 
biology of cancer, and this knowledge filters down to medical personnel di-
rectly involved in treating patients. Our understanding of how brain tumors 
develop is becoming increasingly comprehensive, but in some aspects the bi-
omedical research community has failed to address some important questions. 
Unfortunately, some patients will not be cured. In this thesis, my goal was to 
understand the molecular mechanisms underlying medulloblastoma and glio-
blastoma development and to use that knowledge to develop more personal-
ized therapeutic strategies in targeting glioblastoma. 

In medulloblastoma, MYC genes have long been known to drive malignant 
growth, so we employed that knowledge to develop a novel humanized model 
of MYCN-amplified infant SHH medulloblastoma. In this model, we found 
several pathways associated with malignant transformation, but probably the 
most important finding was the association of PI3K/AKT/mTOR signaling 
pathway with metastatic dissemination. From a clinical point of view, primary 
medulloblastoma can be relatively easily treated; however, if the tumor me-
tastasizes, patient survival is significantly reduced. Identification of mTOR as 
a suitable target that can suppress dissemination opens a new window of op-
portunity for targeted therapy development. As we show in vitro, the mTOR 
inhibitor AZD2014 successfully inhibits viability and migration of SHH me-
dulloblastoma cells. However, many of the inhibitors, including AZD2014, 
fail to cross the BBB and hence the in vivo therapeutic effects of the inhibition 
will probably be absent. There are several other mTOR inhibitors that exist 
like rapamycin that has the potential to cross the BBB. However, as rapamycin 
is known for its severe side effects, the potential clinical advantage of this 
inhibitor over conventional chemo- and radiotherapy is questionable. For the 
future experiments, we would thus like to validate novel mTOR inhibitors 
with therapeutic bioavailability at the tumor/metastasis site. 

In our model of infant SHH medulloblastoma, we ectopically expressed 
stabilized MYCNT58A, as MYCN protein stabilization has been previously 
shown as a requirement for malignant transformation67,92. Mutationally stabi-
lized MYCN indeed provides a fantastic tool to study medulloblastoma devel-
opment; however, genomic data on SHH patients demonstrates a lack of T58A 
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mutation, suggesting another mechanism employed in MYCN protein stabili-
zation. We sought to investigate whether human neuroepithelial stem cells can 
be malignantly transformed with MYCNWT. Our preliminary data suggest that 
MYCNWT can indeed drive MB from human NES cells with similar latency to 
tumors induced by MYCNT58A. Interestingly, MYCNWT tumors demonstrated a 
higher level of apoptosis as compared to MYCNT58A. Other than that, our pre-
liminary data suggest a rather similar phenotype, especially when it comes to 
metastatic dissemination, suggesting that metastatic properties are probably 
intrinsic to the cell of origin rather than related to MYCN stabilization. More 
thorough molecular follow-up on MYCN stabilization in our SHH MB model 
will provide us with answers as to why MYCN stabilization is important and 
how is it achieved. 

As shown in Table 2, our efforts to develop SHH medulloblastoma models 
have proven rather successful. Group 3 and Group 4 MB are still lacking good 
models to describe distinct events leading to malignant transformation. In our 
SHH MB model, we targeted the right cell of origin for SHH MB, and we used 
the proper oncogene that is characteristic for SHH MB. Modelling Group 3 
and Group 4 tumors could be a challenging task if it involves another cell type 
of origin from a different developmental stage. Tumor formation might re-
quire alterations of various cancer genes and it is possible that multifactorial 
genomic and pathway analysis must be applied to carefully identify required 
combination of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes that will drive Group 
3 and Group 4 medulloblastoma. 

In an era of genomics, transcriptomics and epigenetics, we are collecting more 
patient data that help us understand how gliomas and glioblastomas develop. 
As glioblastoma often develops in older patients, there is a naturally increased 
number of mutations simply as a result of aging process. When analyzing pa-
tient data and interpreting mutations, one should be cautious in discriminating 
the true driver mutations from passenger events. In our previous study115 aim-
ing to identify glioma driver genes in a similar PDGFB-driven model, we 
identified many genes that were later characterized as contributors in glio-
magenesis96,98,117. Our forward genetic screen of RCAS/tva-PDGFB-induced 
gliomas extends the list of candidate genes that may play an important role in 
gliomagenesis. Apart from PPFIBP1, which seems to be a novel glioma sup-
pressor gene, several other genes drew our attention. Mir29a locus was tagged 
in seven tumors resulting in increased Mir29a expression. MIR29A seems to 
be a tumor suppressor gene in glioma172-174, meaning that its suppression re-
sults in tumor progression. Given that MIR29A serves as a transcriptional reg-
ulator of many histone methyl-transferases, demethylases, oncogenes and tu-
mor suppressor genes, it is possible that MIR29A might have ambiguous role 
both as a tumor suppressor gene and as an oncogene. 
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In a similar model, where RCAS/tva system was used for MYCN gene 
transfer into murine NSCs to drive MB92, we found a significantly lower num-
ber of tagged loci, but interestingly, they consistently appeared in almost every 
tumor cell line we analyzed. One of the targets was MET, a known oncogene 
involved in gliomagenesis175,176. MET is an important receptor tyrosine kinase 
that regulates cell motility, invasion and angiogenesis in SHH-activated 
MB177. Therefore, our future efforts should focus on elucidating the role of 
MET in MB development. In our SHH MB model, where MYCN overexpres-
sion drives malignant transformation, co-expression of MET might help us 
understand how some malignant subtypes of MB develop. 

Our forward genetic screen technology provides yet another tool in explor-
ing tumor heterogeneity. As RCAS/tva tissue-specific gene delivery is not 
specific to any tumor model or a specific gene, we are interested in sharing 
our strategy with other research groups. The forward genetic screen provides 
important information about genes that drive malignant transformation or may 
increase the malignancy of a tumor, thus facilitating target identification that 
can be explored for possible novel targeted drug discovery. 

From a clinical point of view, glioblastoma is still a disease that remains in-
curable, causing clinicians and basic researchers to discover alternative op-
tions that will help increase survival of glioblastoma patients. In our third pa-
per we demonstrated in vitro efficacy of BET inhibition to treat glioblastoma. 
Undergoing additional in vivo studies will provide us with important infor-
mation on the effects of combined JQ1-TMZ treatment. 

BET inhibitors have been studied in context of MYC/MYCN amplified tu-
mors, where they target not only MYC/MYCN expression, but also MYC down-
stream signaling165 (Bolin et al., in revision). Interestingly, in our glioblastoma 
screen we observed suppression of cell viability in the absence of MYC gene 
family amplification. Therefore, we speculate that BET bromodomain pro-
teins might be involved in other superenhancer complexes regulating many 
different genes independently of MYC signaling. Further biochemical and 
molecular analyses could explain additional BET targets that might be present 
in our glioblastoma models. 

In addition to JQ1 and TMZ, we also explored inhibitory effects of a 
CDK2-specific inhibitor called Milciclib, where we found suppression of vi-
ability in almost all GBM cell lines in our screening panel. When we combined 
JQ1 and Milciclib, we found strong synergism with the two drugs. This was a 
very interesting finding, opening another potential strategy in combating gli-
oblastoma. Since JQ1 modulates cell cycle, combining it with Milciclib pro-
vides yet another strategy that remains to be further validated in vitro and in 
vivo. 
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Popular Science Summary 

“Brain tumor” is a collective term used to describe many different types of 
cancers that form inside the brain. Brain tumors are relatively rare as com-
pared to the incidence of other cancer types, and they can develop in infants, 
children and adults. However, brain tumors are particularly dangerous and re-
sult in a significant degree of mortality among cancer patients. 

Medulloblastoma is the most malignant brain tumor, which develops pre-
dominantly in younger patients. Even though more than two thirds of patients 
survive, they unfortunately suffer from long-term side effects such as cogni-
tive impairment and coordination problems. The cancer gene MYCN plays an 
important role in medulloblastoma biology, and many researchers around the 
world are continuously trying to understand how MYCN regulates medullo-
blastoma development. 

Glioblastoma usually affects older patients between the age of 40 and 70 
years. People suffering from this tumor have a very dismal prognosis, where 
more than half of the patients will die within one year after diagnosis. Glio-
blastoma is a highly diverse brain tumor type, in which several cancer genes 
have been identified. Despite having a good understanding of the mutations in 
cancer genes that are present in glioblastoma and existence of drugs that can 
specifically target those mutations, glioblastoma remains an incurable disease. 

This thesis is a summary of our contributions to understanding of medullo-
blastoma and glioblastoma development. The most important findings are 
summarized below: 

 
I We developed a novel model to study medulloblastoma devel-

opment. In this model, we identified several key cancer genes 
that discriminate between more and less malignant medullo-
blastoma and contribute to metastasis. 

II We identified more than fifty potential cancer genes that con-
tribute in glioblastoma development. We studied one of those 
genes in more detail, where we showed that it has a suppressive 
function in glioblastoma cells. 

III We proposed a novel therapeutic strategy for glioblastoma, 
based on BET bromodomain inhibitors that employed a person-
alized approach in tumor management, in combination with a 
standard therapy. 
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Znanstveno-Popularni Sažetak 

Tumor na mozgu može nastati iz gotovo svih vrsta stanica koje se nalaze u 
mozgu. Relativno su rijetki, ali pripadaju skupini najzloćudnijih oblika raka. 
Tumori na mozgu zahvaćaju sve dobne skupine te uzrokuju različite simptome 
poput vrtoglavice, povraćanja, problema s pamćenjem te gubitka svijesti. 

Meduloblastom je jedan od podtipova tumora na mozgu koji najčešće 
zahvaća dojenčad i djecu do deset godina starosti. Iako u dva od tri slučaja 
pacijenti budu uspješno izliječeni, pacijenti pate od dugotrajnih posljedica 
poput problema sa učenjem i koordinacijom. Vrlo važnu ulogu u nastanku 
meduloblastoma ima gen MYCN te kao takav pripada skupini gena koji se 
smatraju idealnim metama za razvoj ciljane terapije. 

Za razliku od meduloblastoma, glioblastom najčešće zahvaća pacijente 
starije dobi. Glioblastom je jedan od najzloćudnijih tumora te više od polovice 
pacijenata umire unutar godine dana. Glioblastom je izuzetno složen oblik 
tumora s velikim brojem različitih mutacija u genima. Većina tih mutacija je 
relativno dobro proučena te unatoč tome što postoje lijekovi koji specifično 
ciljaju pojedine od njih, glioblastom je bolest za koju danas još uvijek nema 
lijeka. Upravo sama složenost glioblastoma odgovorna je za višestruku 
otpornost ovog oblika raka na različite lijekove. 

Ova doktorska disertacija temeljena je na tri originalna znanstvena rada 
koja doprinose razumijevanju meduloblastoma i glioblastoma. Ukratko, u 
prvom radu smo razvili genetički modificirani model koji vrlo zorno 
predstavlja način na koji se razvija meduloblastom. Detaljnom analizom 
modela utvrdili smo skupinu gena koji doprinose zloćudnosti meduloblastoma 
te povećavaju rizik od razvoja metastaza. U drugom radu smo identificirali 
preko pedeset potencijalnih gena koji doprinose razvoju glioblastoma. Jedan 
od tih gena ima ulogu sprječavanja nastanka raka te kao takav predstavlja 
idealnu metu za razvoj ciljane terapije. U trećem radu posvetili smo se razvoju 
ciljane terapije posebnom vrstom lijeka koji se zove inhibitor BET-a. Takav 
oblik ciljane terapije omogućava liječenje pacijenata koji pate od glioblastoma 
na temelju kombinacije mutacija u samom tumoru. 

Dobiveni rezultati uvelike doprinose našem razumijevanju nastanka 
meduloblastoma i glioblastoma. Identificirani geni u budućnosti će omogućiti 
razvoj ciljane terapije protiv tih zloćudnih bolesti. Takva terapija će u 
konačnici omogućiti produljenje života pacijenata ili potpuno izlječenje bez 
posljedica na kvalitetu života. 
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Ana, Baka Anica, Deda Štef i Deda Franc - uvijek ste vjerovali u mene i bili 
mi podrška. Prvenstveno zbog vas sam zavolio prirodu i sve što se događa u 
njoj, a potom se ta ljubav pretvorila u ono što danas radim i što volim. Iako 
nažalost više niste svi s nama, znam da se ponosite i da bi ste se ponosili mojim 
uspjehom koji je ujedno i vaš uspijeh. Volim vas sve jako! 
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